Real-time glucose sensors in children and adolescents with type-1 diabetes.
The increased availability of continuous glucose sensors is likely to have a significant impact on pediatric diabetes therapy and education in the future. While a recent meta-analysis of retrospective first-generation Holter-type sensors was not able to show advantages compared to self-monitoring of blood glucose levels, this review focuses on current real-time sensors. Our own experience with 23 children aged 10 (3-15) years with sensor-augmented pump therapy showed high ratings for overall satisfaction and ease of use of the system (5.8 on a 7 point Likert scale). The results of our ongoing international pediatric ONSET trial will show the impact of this technology on learning to live with diabetes by having the biofeedback of glucose excursions from the onset of diabetes. Families previously relying on self-monitoring of blood glucose need to understand the difference between estimating the absolute blood glucose value (point accuracy) and the change in blood glucose (rate accuracy), and how to take into consideration the inherent interstitial time lag. Selection of patients capable and motivated to use continuous sensors accompanied with proper age-appropriate education remain key factors for the long-term success of these new technological advances in diabetes therapy as long as closed loop systems are not available.